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ABSTRACT 

'Ibis paper presents a survey of eight timber mdes: National ~ign Specification 
(USA); Australian Tamber Strueturcs Code; Malaysian Code of Pncticc for the 
~!rUCtural use of Tambcrs; Philippine Building Code, Cllaptcr 3 - Wood; ABNT 
Brazilian Standard NBR 7190- 1982; Japanese Building Code for Wood Construction; 
Andean Pact (JUNAC), ~ign Handbook for Wood Construetion, and the CID Struc
tural Tamber ~ign Code. 

Comments and suggestions are made regarding the application of the information 
generated in this survey to timber mdes for developing muntrics. 



PART I - COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 

1. INTRODUCllON 

During the First Consultation on the WO"ld and 
Wood Products Industry, which took place in Helsinki, 
in 1983, under UNIDO and FAO sponsorship (39), 
reoommendations were made with respect to the pro
motion of wood in construction, with special emphasis 
on developing countries. 

One of the issues discussed during the Consultation 
was the oontnoution that wood coul~ make to mitigate 
the housing shortage in developing countries. How
ever, it was recognized that in some of these countries 
the use of wood in construction was hindered by build
ing codes and regulations. 

Aspecfic recommendation was made by the Consul
tation regarding the possibility of UNIDO developing, 
in moperation with other international organinticns, 
an internationally accepted strength-grouping system 
for timber from developing countries used for struc
tural purposes, and of stress-grading rules. This specific 
topic bad been the main theme of an Expen Group 
Meeting organized by UNIDO in 1981 (40), and was 
again discussed in the Expen Group Meeting on Tim
ber C..onstruction held in 1985 (38). 

In light of the considerations above, the main objec
tive of this paper is to make a survey of the timber codes 
of selected countries and to suggest some concept:Jal 
guidelines which could assist developing countries in 
establishing new codes or up-dating existing ones. Al
though most of the codes reviewed also include the use 
in construction of other wood products, such as ply
wood and laminated wood, the present review is re
stricted to aspects related only to the utilii.ation of solid 
lumber. 

2. DETERMINISTIC AND PROBABILISTIC 
APPROACHES TO STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

The basic objective of structural design is to obtain 
safe and economical structures. From the early days of 
civilii.ation until Galileo's work "The Two New Sci
ences", published in 1638, structural design was exclu
sively an an based on trial and error (5). 

The experience gained in building successful struc
tures was transferred from generation to generation, in 
the form or empirical rules for proponioningstructural 
members and their joints under various loading condi
tions. Since there was no rational method to evaluate 
the load-carrying capacity of these members, structural 
safety was a matter or judgment based on occasional 
failures which were accepted as inevitable learning 
experiences. 

After Euler had published his formula for the buck
ling strength or long columns in 1757 and Coulomb had 
correctly interpreted the bending resistance of beams in 
1773, it was possible to determine the cross-sectional 
dimensions or structural members according to rational 

procedures (30). Consequently, an indication of the 
degree of safety associated with a given structure could 
be established by comparing load effects to structural 
resistance. 

2.1. Factors of safety 

The term "factor of safety" was defined in Rankine's 
"A Manual of Civil Engineering", published in 1883, as 
the ratio or the breaking load to the working load. The 
effectsofthequalityofmaterialsandworkmanship,and 
of the type of load, be it static or dynamic, on the 
structural safety were reoognized by Rankine. Different 
factors of safety were recommended for different de
grees of control during construction and also for live 
loads as compared to dead loads. For good ordinary 
timber construction, the reoommended factors of safety 
were 4 to 5 for dead loads and 8 to 10 for live loads. The 
wider variability of wood as compared to metals was 
probably recognized, since for metals the reoommended 
factors of safetywere 3 for dead loads and 4 for live loads 
(30). 

The need to specify different factors or safety for 
different materials or different degrees or control dur
ing construction was an indication that the factor of 
safety alone, as defined by Rankine, did not represent 
an adequate measure of safety. Figure 1 shows two cases 
or load and resistance combination with the same cen
tral safety fa~or, (defined as the ratio between the mean 
resistance and the mean load) but with two completely 
different probabilities of failure. 

2.2. Deterministic approach 

In the conventional deterministic approach, safety is 
assured by designil!g for minimum strength values and 
maximum load values, according to the guidelines es
tablished by experience. 

Since both loads and resistances are assumed to be 
dete110inistic values, failure is to be prevented by using 
an adequate factor or safety in design. In the determin
istic approach, the factor or safety is the parameter that 
quantifies structural safety. Structures designed witl: 
the same factor or safety are assumed to be associated 
with the same degree or safety, irrespective or materials 
variability, quality of workmanship or load characteris
tics. In real life, however, structural loads and resis
tances are random variables, rather than fixed con
stants. By assuming an adequate factor or safety in 
design, the risk or failure can be reduced to very small 
levels but cannot be completely elirrainated. According 
to Freudenthal (17), for a single application or the 
design load, steel structures designed under the con
ventional deterministic structural codes have a proba
bility or failure between 10"4 and lCt', and concrete 
structures between 10-> and 10-s. 

Once it has been recognized that structural safety is 
related to random variables, the logical w4y to deal with 
~uch safety is through probabilistic m~thods. 



2.3. Probabilistic approach 

Statistical a>ncepts in structural safety were first 
introduced by Max Meyer in 1926. After World War II, 
this subject received renewed interest, especially with 
the advancement of the airaaft industry and the devel
opment of the space programs (6). 

In the probabilistic approach to structural design, 
the degree or safety :mociated with a given structure is 
expressed by its probability of survival or, ronvenely, by 
its probability or failure. In the most general case, both 
loads and resistances are a>nsidered to be random 
variables :mociated with time, S(t) and R(t). Conse
quently, the safe life of the structure is also represented 
by a random variable, I (17). 

For a given structure, the basic problem is to deter
mine the probability or survival (reliability), I(t), or its 
romplement, the probability or failure, Pr (t): 

1ct>=1-p,<•> = P rr > tJ = P (RC1"> > s cT> 1 o $ TS tJ 

The reliability of a structure normally decreases with 
time became of wear, aunulati\'e damage, and inaeased 
chance of occurrence of heavier loads. However, the 
problem of a>mputing the reliability function, as stated 
above, bas not been satisfactorily solved. 
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2.4. Semi-probabilistic method 

For time-invariant problems, i.e., if R (t) = R and 
S(t) = S, and when both Rand Sare random variables, 
the problem of evaluating safety is reduced to the clas
sical theory of structural reliability; the probability or 
failure is the probability of S being greater than R. 

When the density functions fa (r) and fs (s) can be 
approximated from experimental data and assumed to 
be independent, the probality density function for RJS 
or R-S can be romputed. The probability of failure is 
defined by the probability of RJS < 1 or R - S < 0. 

According to the distribution assumed for RJS or R
S, it may be possible to account separately for the 
influence of the variability of loads and resistances on 
the probability of failure. This leads to the establish
ment of separate factors for loads (load factor) and 
resistances (performance or material factor), as if the 
conventional factor of safety used in the deterministic 
approach bad been separated into two components. 
This method is called the semi-probabilistic or Level I 
Method. It uses the load and resistance factors obtained 
from probabilistic considerations, but keeps the overall 
format of the deterministic method. 

Because it does not significantly depan from the 
conventional design approach, this method, also known 
as Load and Resistance Factor Design - LRFD, has 
gained considerable suppon. The CIB timber code and 
Eurocode-S are based on this format (12,13). 

The load factor, which multiplies the load values, 
reflects the degree o• variability or the loads; con
versely, the material factor, by which the strength 

valuesarcdivided,rcOectsthevariabilityofthematerial 
strength properties. 

Of the eight timber codes reviewed in this paper only 
the cm rode adopts a semi-probabilistic approach to 
design. Although a numberof theotherCX>des are based 
on characteristic strength values, they do not use the 
materialandloadfactorapproacb,noranyotherproba
bilistic method, thus being dusified as determnmtic 
rodes. 

2..5. Stras pwles 

The ability or a given piece of lumber to adequately 
suppon load depends basically on the inherent strength 
of wood species it is made from, and on the presence of 
strength-reducing defects. In visual grading. the reduc
tion in strength is evaluated by visual inspection; in 
machine grading. this reduction is evaluated by measur
ing a strength predictor, usually the modulus of elastic
ity in bending. The ratio between the strength of a piece 
bavingdefectsandtbarnfthesamepiecewithnodefects 
is defined as "strength ratio". 

Other imponant factors that influence the load
canying capacity of a structural member made with 
v•ood are moisture rontent, load duration, si7.C and 
geometry of the piece, chemical treatment, etc. 

The objective or stress grading is to classify timber, or 
the same species or not, into groups of uniform guaran
teed minimum strength. ~ described in the following 
paragrapbs,therodes~eviewedinthispapertakediffer
ent approaches to the establishment of stress grad~. 

The grading rules of the American rode (NOS) have 
nine structural grades and present individual design 
values for each grade and for about SO species, or group 
of species, in a total of over 1100 choices of combina
tions. The Japanese grading rules (JAS) have seven 
structural grades for softwoods and ronsider two groups 
of species. The Australian rode is based in a stress 
grading system that bas only 12 grades. This relatively 
small number of grades results from the fact that all 
species are grouped in seven strength classes for green 
timber (Sl to S7) and eight strength classes for dry 
timber (SDl 10 SOS), one class being 25% stronger in 
bending than the one that immediately follows it, and 
also because the four visual grades are based on the 
same geometric progression regarding strength ratios. 

The Malaysian code presents individual species val
ues for the working stresses of four visual grades, but 
also a>ntemplates grouping the species into four strength 
classes in order to simplify procurement of structural 
timber. 

The Philippine code has three structural grades and 
presents individual working stresses for each species or 
group of species. 

The Brazilian standard for the design and construc
tion of wood structures is completely based on r~ults 
obtained from testing small clear specimens, without 
any refereilce to stress grades. 
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Figure l - Effect or dispenion or loads and 11rengh11 on probabili\y or failure for constant central factor or urr.ty 

Source: MacGregor (22) 



The JUNAC handbook for' ne design of wood struc
tures is based on a single mwl grade having a strength 
ratio of 0.80 and on three st ·ength classes, for which 
working stresses are given for the main mechanical 
properties. 

Fmally, the cm CX>de rm 13 standard strength c1&es; 
characteristic values are given for each one of them for 
the main properties. The mmmon ratio between the 
characteristic strength in bending of one class and that 
of the class immediate below is 1.25. This mde also 
mnsiders five standard density classes based on charac
teristic values that also keep a mmmon ratio of 1.25 
between them. 

2.6.Joints 

A mmmon feature to most of the a>des analy7.ed is 
that the design of joints is somewhat independent from 
the stress grade under mnsideration. It is usually based 
on some selected properties such as shear arad mmpres
sion perpendicular to grain which keep a dose mrrela
tion with density. The AmeriC3n a>de, for eumple, 
gives design values for lateral loads of nails and spikes 
in single shear for different specific gravity classes. The 
Australian a>de groups the species into six joint groups 
for dry timber and six joint groups for green timber. The 
Malaysian a>de -:lassifJes species into five joint groups 
and the Philippine a>de into three. Although tbe CIB 
a>de recommends that the characteristic load-carrying 
capacity of joints be determined by appropriate testing, 
the CIB formulas for estimating it, are based on the 
density of the wood. 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Developing mun tries that want to utilize their tropi
cal wood resources in construction, face problems that 
are different from those found in temperate zones. 
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Among other factors, the multiplicity of species, the 
size of the logs, the type of strength-reducing Gefects 
present in the wood, and the lack of adequate material 
and human resources call for creative solutions that will 
bring a more rational utili7.ation of wood as a oonstruc
tion material To reach this objective, and on the basis 
of the present review of timber a>des, the following 
suggestions are rru.de: 

a) timber a>des for developing muntries should be 
based on design rules valid for a small number of 
strength classes and not for individual species; 

b) similar to the Auslralian a>de, strength ratios and 
strength classes should be based on geometric pro
gressions having the same oommon ratio, so that the 
number of stress grades is kept to a minimum; 

c) timber mdes should have pro~isions for including 
new species based only on the determination of their 
specific gravity and a few simple strength tests. As 
these species become better known, detailed infor
mation on their strength properties will allow placing 
them in higher strength classes; 

d) although a deterministic approach to timber design 
for developing countries would be more direct and 
easier to implement, the reoommeh"ations made by 
the cm mde with respect to the determinaiion of 
characteristic values should be followed in order to 
allow for mmpatibili7.ation of design procedures in 
the future; 

e) finally, developing countries should be assisted by 
proper international organi7.ati.>ns in establishing or 
upgrading their wood technology laboratories and in 
the development of testing programs aimed at the 
generation of technical information that would allow 
the adequate utili:zation of their wood resources in 
oonstruction. 



PART II - REVIEW OF TIMBER CODES 

I. U.S. NATIONAL DFSIGN SPECIFICATION FOR 
WOOD CONSTRUCTION 

1.1. General considerations 

The U.S. National Design Specification for Wood 
Construction (NOS) is published by the National For
est Products Association (26). It follows a deterministic 
approach to design, using allowable stresses that are 
published u~der a separate bulletin (27) for different 
grades of about 50 spe...;es of wood or groups of species, 
mostly softwoods. 

Besides an average value for the modulus of elasticity 
E, the following allowable stresses are given: 

- Extreme fiber in bending ...................................... F, 
- Tension parallel to grain ......................................... F
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- Horizontal shear ......... - .................................. - .... F. 

- Compression perpendicular to grain .............. F, .L 

- Compression parallel 10 grain ............................. F, 

The National Design Specification Supplement lists 
seven regional agencies that are authorized by the 
American Lumber Standards Committe (ALSq, to 

write grading rules for structural lumber (and also to 
cenify grades) and 14 other agencies accredited to 
inspect and cenify structural grade lumber. 

Dressed dimension lumber, i.e., lumber with nomi
nal thickness of 2 to 4 inches, bearing an ALSC -
certified symbol, is defined by a common set of grade 
names and descriptions, called '1'be National Grading 
Rule" (NGR). This rule is presented in the grading 
rules bool • published by each or the ALSC-cenified 
grading ag. ncies. 

Table 1-1 lists the NGR grades of\isually-graded 
lumber, and the corresponding bending strength ratios. 

In addition to visual grades, the NGR rules also con
template machine stress grades, for lumber two inches 
thick or less, described by a pair of numbers, the first in
dicating the allowable stress in bending and the second 
the modulus of elasticity; 1500f-1.4E, for example, re
fers to structural lumber having an allowable bending 
stress or 1500 psi and modulus or elasticity in bending or 
1.4 x 10' psi. Two sets or ;>airs (f,E) are recognized: the 
first, containing higher values or F.., to be used mainly 
for trussed rafters and other engineered constructions; 
the second, containing higher values ofE for equivalent 
levels or F,, is intended for floor joists and other appli
cations where deflection governs design. 

TABLE l·l 

NGR" STRUCTURAL GRADES OF VISUALLY·GRADED DIMENSION LUMBER 

Grade name Bending strength 
ratio 

Structural light framing 

2-4" Thick, 2-4" 

Select structural 
1 
2 
3 

Structural joists & planks 

2-4" Thick, 5" & Wider 

Select structural 
1 
2 
3 

·NGR: National Grading Ruic. 

Wide 

67% 
55% 
45% 
26% 

65% 
55% 
45% 
26% 

Source: Southern Pinc Inspection Bureau Grading 
Rules Book (33) 

GradeName Bending Strength 
ratio 

Light framing 

2-4" Thick, 2-4" 

Construction 
Standard 

Utility 

Studs 

Wide 

34% 
19% 
9% 

2-4" Thick, 2~· Wide,10' & Shorter 

S1ud 

Appearance framing 

2-4" Thick, 2" & Wider 

Appearance 

26% 

55% 



The t?~blcs presented in the National Design Specifi
cation Supplement offer possibilities of more than 1100 
choices of visually-graded and 28 of machine-graded 
structural lumber. 

1.2. Detenaination or allowable stresses 

1.21. Qear wood Strength 

The first step in establishing the allowable stresses 
given by the National Design Specification is the deter
mination of the clear wood strength, by means of testing 
small dear specimens (AS1M D 2555-81, D 143-83). 
On the basis of these test results, dear wood strength 
can be descnl>ed by the average value of E and F,J. and 
the 5% lower exd•1Sion limit (5% LEL) for I:'., F .. 
andF •. 

Oear wood strength properties for which results 
from small clear specimen tests are usually not avail
able, such as tension parallel to grain, Fl, tension per
pendicular to grain, F,u• and modulus of rigidity, G, 
can be estimated on the basis of other properties. For 
example, Fl is assumed to be equal to F., Fl J., is equal 
to 0.33 times F,.. and G is equal to 0.069 times the 
modulus of elasticity E. 

1.2.2. Adjustment factor 

In order to ac.count for the duration-of-load effect 
and for uncertainties related to manufacture, use, stress 
concentration, etc., the 5% LELfor each strength prop
erty is divide<i by a factor as given in Table 1-2. 

1.2.3. Size factor 

The bending stress for the correct depth d in inches 
ofthe beam shall be adjusted by multiplying the F~ value 
by F = (2/d)119• This is necessary because the bending 
strength obtained for actual 2.0 by 2.0 in. clear speci
mens tends to be higher than that observed for full-size 
members. 
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1.2.4. Strength ratio 

The values obtainro in line with th:: above factors are 
called "basic stresses" and shall be multiplied by the 
appropriate strength ratios. expressed as decimals, ac
cording to the criteria below. 

Astrength ratio of 100% is assumed for compression 
perpendicular, F. J.' for all stress grades; 

A strength ratioof55% of the bending strength ratio 
is assumed for tension parallel to grain, Fl ; 

A quality factor of 1.0 is assumed for the modulus or 
elasticity, E , in bending strength ratios of 55% or 
higher. For strength ratios of 45%-54%, E bas to be 
multiplied by a quality factor of0.90 and below 45%, by 
0.80; 

Higher strength ratios can be assigned to special 
dc:mity cJa.w:s of some softwood specic:s. such as Douglz
fir andsoutheM pine. For example, an increaseof 5% in 
Eand oft 7% in F., Fl, F .. and F.J., allowable is assigned 
to the dense grades of these two species. 

The strength ratios associated with the presence of 
knots and cross-grain in compression and bending 
members, and those associat~i with splits, checks, and 
shakes for horizontal shear ir. bending are given by 
AS1M D 245-81 (2). 

1.2.5. Drying 

The above steps lead to the ~aablishment of allow
able properties for a given stress grade of green lumber. 
Since wood becomes stronger when it dries, an increase 
in these values becomes necessary if the wood is to be 
used at a lower moisture content. This factor is taken 
into ac.count in the design values published in the Na
tional Design Specification~ Supplement. 

TABLE 1-2 

ADJUSTMENT FACTORS 

Strenght property Softwoods Hardwoods 

Bending Fa. 2.1 2.3 

Modulus of elasticity (bending) E 0.94 0.94 

Tension parallel to grain F, 2.1 2.3 

Compression parallel to grain F, 1.9 2.1 

Horizontal shear F. 4.1 4.S 

Compression perpendicular (proportional 
1.67 limit and stress at a I mm deformation) F,..1. 1.67 
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TABLE 1-3 

REDUcnON OF ALLOWABLE STRESS MIEN MOIS'TIJRE C.ONTIJl.1 EXCEEDS lK 

Allowable sucsses 

Extreme fiber in bending 

Tension parallel to grain 

Horizontal shear 

Compression perpendicular 

Comp.-ession parallel 

Modulus of elasticity 

Source: NOS (27) 

1.3. Modification or stresses and loads 

1.3.1. Moisture ronditions 

F.xcept for kiln dried southern pine and Virginia 
pine-pond pine dimension lumber, whose stresses are 
given for 15% maximum moisture rontent, all other 
values specified in the NOS Supplement refer to lumber 
used .at 19% maximum moisture rontent. 

Wben use ronditions are such that moisture rontent 
exceeds 19%, the allowable stresses must be multiplied 
by reduction factors given in Table 1-2. 

1.3.2. Temperature 

The fact that the strength or wood is affected by 
temperature is recognized. Modification factors, ex
pressed in per~nt decrease (or increase) of design 
values for each 1°F above {below) 68"F are given for 
three levels of moisturerontent (0%, 12%, 24%) for the 
temperatures ranging from -lOO'F to + lSOOF. 

1.3.3. Preservative and fire retardant treatments 

For all purposes, pressure-treated lumber (except 
pieces treated with high salt retentions for marine use 
forwhich increased impact loads, item 1.3.4.d below,do 
not apply) is assigned the same design values as \10-

treated wood. 

One of the appendices or the NOS presents specia. 
procedures for assigning design values to lumber pre<:
sure impregnated with fire retardant chemicals, namely 
for F, F , F , F and E. The effects or fire .· .;.tardant 
treat~ent are Jetermincd on the basis of tests con
ducted on matched samples or clear, straight-grain 
material. 

1.3.4. Duration of load 

The t JDS design values are for normal duration of 
loading, which means fully stressing a member to the 

Lumber thickness 
i- to 4• s· and above 

0.86 1.00 

0.84 1.00 

0.97 1.00 

0.67 0.67 

0.70 0.91 

0.97 1.00 

allowable stress by the applir.ation of the full maximum 
normal design load for a duration of approximately 10 
Y'A :s (either rontinuously or cumulatively) and/or the 
application of 90% of this full maximum normal load 
rontinuously throughout the remainder of the life or 
the structure, without encroaching on the (actor of 
safety. 

Fo; durations of load differing from normal loading, 
the design values are adjusted in order to account for 
the behaviour of wood under such ronditions. 

If the member is fully stressed to the design value by 
th('! application of the full maximum load permanently, 
or for periods longer than 10 years rontinuously or 
cumulatively, the allowable stresses shall be decreased 
by10%. 

Conversely, for shon time loading the design values 
are multiplied by the following factors: 

a) 1.lS for two months duration 
b) 1.25 for seven days duration 
c) 1.33 for wind or eanhquake 
d) 2.00 for impact 

1.3.S. Flexure (F J 

The design values for extreme fiber in bending can be 
modified in the following cases: 

1.3. 5. 1. Sle'Jder beams 

When the depth d of a beam is greater than its 
breadth b, lateral supports are required at the points of 
bearing to prevent rotation, and the design value at 
extreme fiber in bending (F J shall be modified depend
ing on the slenderness factorof the beam C,. This factor 
which must not exceed SO, is a function of the unsup
poned length (1.,), depth to breadth ratio and load 
conditions: 

l,d 111 

c, = (--) 
b2 
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Examples oflc (effective length) 

le = 137 lu + 3d for single span, center load 

le = 1.63 lu + 3d for single span, uniform load 

Beams with slenderness factor C, = 10 or less, clas
sified as shm t beams, may be designed using the full 
value F11• 

Beams with slenderness factor c,greaterthan 10, but 
less than 

E 11Z 

~ = 0.811(-) 
F., 

classified as intermediate beams, are designed using 
design stress at extreme fiber F11', lower than F.., given by 

1 c 4 

F11' = F11 (1 - - (-
1

) ] 

3 ~ 

Lang beams, i.e. those having c, >ct, but not greater 
than 50, are to be designed with extreme fiber \'alue Ft' 
given by: 

0.438E 
F .. '= ----

(C.)2 

1.3.5.2 Form and siz.e factors 

The form factor assigns the same <iesign load to 
round section beams (form factor= 1.18) and diamond 
section beams (form factor= 1.414),as that ofasquare 
~nding member of same cross- sectional area. 

The size factor c, = (12/d)119 adjusts the value F11 for 
the retangular sawn-wood beams having depth greater 
than 12inches. ltdoes notapplytomachinestress-rated 
lumber or visually-graded !umber 2 to 4 inches thick. 

1.3.6. Shear (F.) 

An increase of 50% on the design value for shear, Fv, 
is allowed in some joint details, when the joint is located 
at least five times the depth of the member from its end. 

1.4. General design procedures 

1.4.1. Bending members 

1.4.1.1. Flexure s"esses 

The design of members subjected to flexural loads is 
carried out according to the traditional theory of elas
ticity. Safety is assured by limiting the extreme fiber 
stress, rb, and the maximum hori1.0ntal shear, r •• to 
design values F11 and F. respectively. Special considera
tion is given to the design of slender beams (as seen 
under 1.3.5.1.), beams with notch~. beams supported 
by fa!iteners and shear at joints. 

1.4.1.2 Dqkction 

Deflection due to bending is calculated according to 
the theory or elasticity, using the design val:Je for E 
given in the NOS Supplement. However, inelastic de
formation due to permanent loads (creep) is accounted 
for by multiplying the initial deflection by a factor of 1.5, 
for seasoned lumber, or 2..0, in the case of unseasoned 
wood. The deflection caused by the shon-term or nor
mal romponent of the design load is added to this 
calculated initial deflection due to permanent loads. 

In cases where deflection may be critical to the 
behavior of the structure. the designer may choose to 
use a reduced value for the modulus of elasticity. This 
procedure may be based on the selection of a lower 
exclusion limit (e.g.,5% or 16%) ofthe populationofE 
values, ronsidered as ba~ing normal distribution and a 
c:odficient of variation or 0.25 for visually-graded lum
b.:r and 0.11 for machine stress-rated lumber. 

1.4.2. Compression members 

Consideration is gn-en to the design of simple solid 
wood ooiumns and of spaced columns. The allowable 
stress F; in compression depends on the slenderness 
ratio l/d of the column, which shall not exceed 50 for 
solid columns. 

The effective column lengtt. le is a function of the 
conditions of end fixicity and of lateral suppon of the 
column. F..xcept for the rotation-free/translation-fixed 
condition, recommendations are made to increase the 
theoretical value of le by 10% to 30%. 

1.4.21. Shon columns 

When the ratio ljd for solid columns is of 11 or less: 

1.4.22 lnttmiedfute columns 

For solid col urns having an ljd ratio greater than 11, 
but less than K., where: 

K = 0.671 (E/F. )112 

1 
F' = F [ 1- -

c c 3 

l/d 4 

(-) l 
K 

1.4.23. Long columns 

Solid columns with an l/d ratio of Kor greater: 

F'= c 

0.30E 

(l/d)1 

1.4.2.4. Spaced columns 

Recommendations regarding the design of spaced 
columns include details on limitations ofl/d ratios, end
fixicityclasscs, location and dimension of spacer blocks, 
and load capacity of connectors. 



The formulas for calculating Fe' for spaced oolumns 
are basically the same for solid oolumns, except that the 
modulus of elasticity E is multiplied by a factor C_. 
wbicbbasavalueof2.5or3.0dependingonthearrange
ment of the oonnectors in the end block. 

1.4.3. Tensio& members 

The unit stress in axial tension rt. determined on the 
basis of the net area. shall not exceed the design values 
in tension parallel to grain Ft. 

Due to the low resistance of wood, design situations 
that induce tension perpendicular to grain stresses 
should be avoided. When~r this type of stress is 
present, it should be fully absorbed by adequate me
chanic reinforcemenL A particular example is the case 
of loads banging below the neutral axis of a beam. 

1.4.4. Combined loads 

Members subjected to oombined loads should be 
designed in such way that the extreme fiber stress, either 
in tension or compression. never exceeds the design 
value. Ea:entric-loaded oolumns and truss oompres
sion chords receive ~pecial oonsideration. 

1.4.4.J. Flexure and axial tension 

+ s 1 and 
F' II 

:S 1 

1.4.4.2. flexure and axial compression 

a) General case: 

+ :S 1 

(l)d) -11 
where: J = ---- OsJsl 

K-11 

•. 
b) Short columns: (- < 11,J = 0) 

d 

+ :S 1 

I, 
c) Long columns: (- > 11, J = 1) 

d 

+ :S 1 
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1.4.S. Bearing on end grain 

NDSprovidesspecificdesignvaluesF
1 

for48species 
or groups of species for end grain bearing, for two types 
of service conditions: wet (MC > 19%) and dry (MC :S 
19%). For sawn lumber used under dry oonditions, 
pieces 4 inch thick or less have design values that are 
about 36% higher than thicker pieces. 

1.4.6. Bearing perpendicular to grain 

Except for bearings less than 6 inches in length and 
not closer than 3 inches to the end of the member, the 
induced unit stress in c.ompr~>ssion perpendicular to 
grain, f .1., shall not exceed the oorrespondent design 
value. F • .1." 

Bearings with length I. measured along the grain less 
than 6 inches may have the design value Fc.1. multiplied 
by a factors of: 

1 .. + 0.375 

1.4.7. Stresses and loads at angle to grain 

Design values in oompression on surfaces inclined to 
the grain shall be obtained by the Hankinson formula: 

a) End bearing: 

F = D 

b) Connectors: 

PQ 
N= 

P sin2 6 + Q cos2 8 

1.4.8. Wood fastenings 

Consideration is given to the various types of fasten
inl!S used in wood construction: timber connectors, 
bolts, lag screws, drift bolts, nails, spikes, wood screws, 
metal-plate connectors and spike grids. The design 
values presented for these fastenings apply to all grades 
of the wood species listed in respective tables. 

Provisions are made so that the following factors are 
duly taken into account in the calculation of the design 
value of joints: moisture conditions, number and loca
tion of mteninp, thickness and number of piCC'eS joined 
together, joint geometry, etc. 

J.4.8.J. Bolted joints (double shear) 

Design values, both for loads parallel and perpen
dir.ular to grain, are given for each type of bolt, length 
varying from 3 to 17 inches and diameter from O.S to 1.5 
inches, for 12 different species or group of speciea. 



A total of 1368 load design values are presented (2 
load directions x 12 species x 57 types of bolts). 

J.4.8.2 Otho lyINS ofjoints 

For other t)'Jk=S of joints, design loads are specified 
according to tbe specific gravity of the different wood 
species, whicb for this purpose are classified into five 
groups. 

In the particular case of withdrawal of nails and 
spikes, the loads are given per incb or penetration into 
side grain of member holding point, for eacb individual 
value of species specific gravity, in a total of 1050 design 
values. The same disposition applies to withdrawal 
loads of wood saews, with 7.75 design values specified. 

Design values for lateral loads of nails and spikes in 
single shear are given for each specific gravity class, but 
a minimum penetration (expressed in nail diameters) is 
requeired for eacil class. 

2. AUSTRALIAN STANDARD 1720.1-1988. SAA 
TIMBER STRUCTURES CODE. PART 1 ·DESIGN 
METii ODS 

2.1. General considerations 

According to Keating (21 ), the present system or 
strength gruuping. in whicb the Australian limber Code 
(32) is based, originated in 1939 when four strength 
groups were proposed. The criterion used to place a 
given species in a strength group was its mean strength 
value obtained from standard tests on small clear speci
mens. Later on, before the Stiength groups were ex
panded in order to accommodate new information on a 
broader range of species, a set of working stresses was 
developed and became the basis for the Australian 
classification system. 
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This set of working stresses was estabmhed using a 
preferred number series with adjacent terms cb~n in 
tbe ratio of 1..25 to 1.0 for modulus of rupture. The 
values of tbe other propenies were determined from 
regression equations (V.Table 2-1). 

The fact that visual stress grades in Australia are also 
based on steps of 25% reduction in bending strength 
brings the advantage of reducing the total possible 
number of structural grades from 32 to 12, as shown in 
Tables 2-2 and 2-3. 

The Australian structural code bas seven strength 
classes (Sl-S7) for unseasoned wood and eight classes 
for wood to be used at 12% moisture content (SD1-
SD8). In addition, for the pc~ of establishing basic 
design loads for joints, species are funherdassified into 
six joint groups if used uDS.':aS<>ned (JI-J6) and six if 
used seasoned (ID1-JD6). 

Working back from the set of working stresses. the 
species mean values for each strength group for the 
critical propenies were developed for green and dry 
wood as shown in Tables 2-2 and 2-3. In case the actual 
mean values for a given species do not perfectly match 
the minimum limits shown in this table for a single 
strength dass, the species can be classified one step 
above the lowest dass, as shown in Table 2-6. 

Another important feature of the Australian group
ing system is that the relationship between density and 
modulus of rupture of seasoned timber provides the 
basis for a preliminary classilication based on density 
alone, as shown is Tables 2-7 and 2-8. 

The Australian rode recommends that all stresses 
shall be calculated on the basis of elastic theory in order 
that its requirements regarding permissible strt$SCS 
may be satisfied with regard to load effects at any 
panicular location. For complex structures or struc
tural elements t!le Australian rode makes provision for 
accepting experimentally based design. 

TABLE2-l 

DFSIGN PROPERTIES FOR SAWN TIMBER, ROUND POLES AND PLYWOOD 

Basic Basic Basic Modulus Modulus 
Stress bending tension compression of of 
grade strength strength strength elasticity rigidity 

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) 

F34 34.5 20.7 26.0 21.500 1.430 
F27 27.S 16.5 20.S 18.500 1.230 
F22 22.0 13.2 16.5 16.000 1.070 
F17 17.0 10.2 13.0 14.000 930 
F14 14.0 8.4 10.2 12.500 800 
F11 11.0 6.6 8.4 10.500 700 
F8 8.6 5.2 6.6 9.100 610 
F7 6.9 4.J 5.2 7.900 530 
FS 5.S 3.3 4.1 6.900 460 
F4 4.3 2.6 3.3 6.100 410 
F3 3.4 2.J 2.6 5.200 350 
F2 2.7 1.6 2.J 4.SOO 300 

Source: Keating (21), AS 1720.J • 1988 (32) 
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TABLE2-2 

STRESS GRADES SPECIFIED IN TIIE AUSTRALIAN TIMBER CODE-• FOR. UNSFASONED WOOD 

Visual grade Strength group 

% 
Strength 

Nomcndaturc of clear 
material Sl S2 S3 S4 SS S6 S1 

Structural 
gradcn!l 75 F2i F22 Fl7 Fl4 Fll F8 f7 

Structural 
gradcn!2 60 F22 Fl7 Fl4 Fll F8 F7 FS 

Structural 
gradcn!3 48 Fl7 Fl4 Fll F8 f7 FS F4 

Structural 
gradcn!4 38 Fl4 Fll F8 f7 FS F4 F3 

• F27 designates a s~ grade having basic working strca in bending of '27.S MPa as shown in Table 2-1. 
••Australian Standard AS 1720.1-1988 (32) 

Source: Keating (21) 

TABLEl-3 

STRESS GRADES SPECIFIED IN TIIE AUSTRALIAN TIMBER CODE-• FOR DRYWOOD 

Visual grade Strength group 

% 
Strength 

Nomenclature of dear 
material SDl SD2 SD3 SD4 SD5 SD6 SD7 SD8 

Structural 
gradcn! 1 75 F34" F27 F22 Fl7 F14 Flt F8 

Structural 
gradcn!2 60 F34 F27 F22 F17 F14 Flt F8 f7 

Structural 
gradcn!3 48 F27 F22 F17 F14 Flt F8 f7 F5 

Structural 
graden!4 38 F22 F17 F14 Flt F8 f7 FS F4 

• F34 designates a stress grade having basic working stresses in bending of 34,S MPa as shown in Table 2-1. 
• • Australian Standard AS 1720.1-1988. 

Source: Keating (21) 
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TABLE2-4 

PRELIMINARY CIASSIJilCATION VALUES FOR UNSEASONED" TIMBER 

Minimum species mean 
Property 

St S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 

Modulus of rupture (MPa) tOJ 86 73 62 S2 43 36 

Modulus of elasticity (t01 MPa) t6.3 t4.2 t2.4 t0.7 9.t 7.9 6.9 

Maximum crushing strength (MPa) S2 43 36 31 26 22 18 

• As measured or estimated at a moisture mntent above saturation poinL 

Source: Keating (21) 

TABLE2-5 

PRELIMINARY CIASSinCATION VALUES FOR SFASONED" TIMBER 

Minimum species mean 
Property 

St S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 

Modulus of rupture (MPa) ISO 130 110 94 78 6S SS 45 

Modulus of elasticity (t01MPa) 21.5 18.5 16.0 14.0 12.5 10.5 9.1 7.9 

Maximum crushing strength (MPa) 80 70 61 S4 47 4t 36 30 

• As measured or adjusted to a moisture mntent of 12 percenL 

Source: Keating (21J 

TABLEU 

COMBINATIONS OF PRELIMINARY CLASSIFICATIONS THAT PERMIT THE OVERALL STRENGTII 
GROUP ASSESSMENT TO BE JNE STEP ABOVE TIIE WWFSI' IN TIIE COMBINATION 

Preliminary classification based on 

Modulus of Modulus of 
rupture elasticity 

x x 

x x-2 

x x+2 

Note: Strength group x-1 is stronger than stre11gth gro1;p x. 

Source: Keating (21) 

Maximum 
crusing strength 

x+l 

x-1 

x+l 

Assessed S or SD 
strength group 

x 

x-1 

x+l 
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TABI..El-7 

MINIMUM AIR-DRY DENSllYVAL~ FROM SOR MORE~ FOR ASSIGNING SPECIES TO 
STRENGm GROUPS IN mEABSENCE OF ADEQUATE STRENGm DATA 

(a) Uasasoaed material 

Strength group SI S2 SJ S4 SS S6 S7 

Air-d!y density at 12 percent 
moisture mntcnt (kg.lm3) 1180 1030 900 800 700 (JOO 500 

(b) Seasoned material 

Strength group SDI SD2 SD3 SD4 SDS SD6 SD7 SD8 

Air-d!ydensityat 12 
percent moisture 
mntent (kg.lm3) 1200 1080 960 840 730 620 520 420 

Source: Kuting (21) 

TABI..El-1 

PROPOSID MINIMUM DENSllY FOR JOINT STRENGm GROUPS 

Green timber Seasoned timber" 
Group Basic density (kg/m3} Group Air-dry density (kgtm3) 

JI 750 JDI 940 

J2 (JOO JD2 750 

J3 41S JD3 (JOO 

J4 380 JD4 41S 

• Density at 12% moisture mntent after remnditioning. 

Source: Kuting (21) 

TABI..El-9 

BASIC WORKING STRF.SSF.S FOR COMPRESSION PERPENDICUIAll 
TO GRAIN AND SllFAR AT JOINTS 

Unseasoned 

St 
S2 
S3 
S4 
SS 
S6 
S7 

Strength group 

Seasoned 

SDI 
SD2 
SD3 
SD4 
sos 
SD6 
SD7 
sos 

Source: Australian Standard 1720. 1-1988 (32) 

Basic working stress, MPa 

Compression 
perpendicular 

to grain 

10.4 
9.0 
7.8 
6.6 
S.2 
4.1 
3.3 
2.6 
2.1 
1.7 

Shear at 
joints 
details 

4.lS 
3.4S 
2.9S 
2.45 
2.0S 
1.70 
1.45 
1.2S 
I.OS 
0.8S 
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Permiuible stl'C.\.'ICS for each puticu1ar case arc based 
on basic sucssa modified by specific factors appropri
ate to the service oonditions for which the struaural 
member is being dcsignccl Basic workings~ is dc
finc:d as suess appropriate to an arbitrarily c:boscn. but 
a>nstant, basic reference set of oonditiom. It is derived 
from the blown strength properties of a given species. 
after due allowance is made for such factors as material 
variability, long-duntion load. grade of timber, and 
safety factor. 

While basic working s~ for bending, tension 
and a>mprcssion,as well as design values of modulus of 
clasticityandrigidity,a.-cspccificdforcacbstrcssgradc, 
as shown in Table 2-1, theworkingstrcsKS forw111prcs
sion pcrpcnclicular to grain and shear at joints dcpcnd 
only on tbe strength group, as shown in Table 2-9. 

Permissible sttcs.1CS arc obtained by multiplying the 
basic working sumcs and tbe design values for modu
lus of elasticity, E, and rigidity, G, by modification 
factors, in order to take into account specific oonditions 
of use. These modification factors arc tbc following: 

duntion of load factor for dcOcction (bending, 
a>mprcssion and shear members) 

duntion of load factor for dcOcction (tension 
members) 

k1 - duntion of load factor for strength 

k4 - panial seasoning factor (unseasoned timber 
panly dry before use) 

ks - for seasoned timber used wbcrc moisture con
tent may exceed 15% 

k, for timber used in warmer regions of Australia 

t, length of bearing factor 

t. load sharing factor for parallel suppon systems 

k, load sharing factor for grid systems 

k11 size factors for Ocxural and tension members 

k12 stability factor for slender members 

g0 effective length factor for column design 

2.l. Genenl desi1n procedures 

Thi: design procedt.:. -:es given by the Australian tim
ber code are based on the tradi•ional methods of the 
theory of elasticity. Members are proponioned with the 
objective of reaching calculated stresses (and deflec
tions or deformations) that do not exceed the permis
sible 11rcss (or specified deflections or deformations). 

23.1. Beam design 

Calculated sumcs for unnotc:bcc! beam shall not 
exceed the following permissible suess: 

a) Bendieg 

F., = t. k4 ks k, t. k.1 ~ F.' 

b) Shear 

F. = t. k4 ks t. F.' 

c) Compression perpendicular to grain 

F, = t. k4 ks t. k, F,' 

Special mnsidcration is given to notched bcaJm and 
to slender beams. The stability factor ~ for D!Odifica
tion of the basic working suess in hcndwng depends on 
tbe geometry of the bcam,c:q>rcsml by tbe slcDdcmcs.l 
a>eftic:icnt S, which is defined about the major uis of 
the beam (SJ and minor axis (S2 = 0 in all cases where 
the beam can bend only about the minor axis), and also 
on tbe material mnstant for beams,p , which is related 
to the sucss gndc. 

This material <nnstallt is higher ilr umeaoncd lmnber 
(e.g. for F34, 1.32 dry~ 1.23 green); for tbe same 
moisture mnditions, it decreases from higher to lower 
sucss grades (e.g. 1.23 for F34 ws 0.78 for F2). 

- Values oftg 

For p S ::s 10 t.z = 1.0 

For 10 :s p S :s 20 k.z = LS - O.OS p S 

200 
kll = -

(pS)Z 
For pS >20 

23.2. Column design 

calculated stress for unnotcbed mlumns shall not 
exceed the following permissible stress: 

F, = k1 k4 ks k, t. k12 F,' 

1bc stability factor k12 for columns is the product of 
the ma1erial factor p for columns and 1he slenderness 
factor S for columns, similar to 1he case of beams. The 
slenderness factor is again defined for bending about 
the major and the minor axis of the column, and takes 
into consideration the gcome1ryoftheaossscction, the 
distance between points where lateral movement is 
restricted and the faxicity condition of the mlumn ends 
(expressed by modification factor g.J. 

2.3.3. Design of 1ension members 

ca1cula1ed stresses for unnotchcd tension members 
shall not exceed the following permissible stresses: 



2.3.4. Combined bending and axial strmcs 

a) Bending and compression: 

r.. 2 

(-) + 
F .. 

re 

F., 

r.. re 
::stand -+-:SI 

F.. F .. 
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M. tb . . r__ = -- nominal bending suess about e maJOr am 

z. 
F .. = pemissible design value or r__ 

p 
r = - nominalmmprcssionstrcssactingona>lumn 
c A 

F and F are penniml>ledesignvalucsoftbeoom
prmioo ~.Jss (fJ irtbe members~~ as a~
lllDD Iba'. could bactlc only about us maJOr or mmor 
am rc:sr.cctiYcly. 

b) Bending and temion 

1be .-inal bending stress r__ and axial stress r, or a 
membersubjcct to oombined bending and axial tension 
shall 9'e given by: 

Q.6 f-. + r, :S F, 

f-. - f, :SF .. 

wbereF and F. are tbe permissible tension and bending 
stress for tbe ~ember used as a tie or a beam respec
tively. 

2.3.S. Connections 

As dicussed earlier, for the pury.>se or joint design 
the Australian rode classifies all wood spec:ies into six 
joint goups for unseasoned timber (JI - J6) and six for 
seasoned timber (JDI - JD6). Joint design is based on 
the assumption that there are no suengtb-reduc:ing 
defects in the joint, thus dispensing with anymnsidera
tion or the stress grade or the lumber. 

1be following mechanical fasteners are given con
sideration in the design of joints acx:ording to AS 1720.1-
1988: nails, wood saews, bolts, coach saews, split-ring 
connectors and shear-plate connectors. 

2.3.6. Nailed joints 

a) Lateral loads 

Basic working loads are given for all joint groups for 
single shear or oommon nails with diameter ranging 
from 2.S to S.6 mm. Permissible loads arc obtained by 
multiplying these loads by the following modification 
facton: 

k, - duration or load factor 

ku = !.C ror nails in side grain 
= 0.6 for nails in end grain 

t.. = 1.0 for nails in single shear 
z:: 2.0 for nails in double shear 

~ = 1.2 for nails in metal plates 
= 1.1 for plywood gussets 
= 1.0 otherwise 

t., = factor for multiple nailed joints 

1be p~ures for establishing pcrmim1>1c lateral 
loads also give oonsidcration to nail spacing. edge and 
end distance, depth of nail penetration and pre-boring 
to awid splitting. 

b) Withdrawal loads 

Basic working loads in withdrawal for mmmon nails 
driYcD into side grain are pen per mm of pcaetration 
for all joint groups for diameters varying froa 2.5 to S.6 
mm. Permissible loads are taken to be identical to tbese 
working loads. 

2.3.7. Sc:rewcd joints 

The rea>mmendations for sacwed joints arc very 
similar to those or nailed joint~ as descn"bed in tbe 
following paragrapm. 

a) Lateral loads 

Basic working loads for wood screws in single shear 
are pen for all joint groups, for shank diameters vaiy
ing from 2.74 to 7.72 mm. Permissible loads_ are~ 
tained by multiplying the basic loads by moclificataon 
factors: 

Q=k, ku~k110' 

The only difference is that ~bas only two values 

k
16 

= 1.2 for dose fitted saews driven though metal 
sideplatcs 

= 1.0 otherwise 

Considerations are made about spacing. edge and 
end distance, saew length and lumber thickness, and 
pre-boring. 

b) Withdrawal loads 

Basic working loads for plain wood saews for with
drawal from side grain are given for all joint groups, for 
shank diameters varying from 2. 74 to 7.72 mm. 

The permissible load is giv=:i by: 

Q • ku Q' where 

ku • 1.0 for sacws in side grain 

• 0.6 for screws in end grain 
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Recommendation is made regarding the fact that the 
permissible withdrawal load cannot be higher than me 
permissibie load for the sacw. which is given for tbrcc 
different types or mate~.:.als: steel. brass and bronze. and 
aluminum alloy. 

2.3.8. Bolted joints 

a) Lateral loads 

In contrast with the recommendations presented for 
nails and screws, which did not consider grain orienta
tion. for bolts the basic working values arc given scpa
ntcly for loads acting parallel to the grain (Q'.) and 
pcrpcncliculartothcgrain(Q'~· Tbcscvaluesforwork
ing loads are given for all joint groups. and timber 
tbictncss nnging from 2S to 2W mm, for nine bolt 
diameters (M6 - MS - MIO - M12 - M16 - M20 - M24 -
M30 - M.36 according to specification AS 1111 ). For 
loads acting on an angle v.ith grain. the Hankinson 
formula applies: 

Q' = • 
o· o· - . 

o· sen1 9 + Q' cos2 9 - . 
1bc basic working load for a bolted-joint system is 

establisled according to the thickness or joined mcm
bcts, in the same way that was used for nails and screws; 
the pcmissiblc load is obtained by multplying the basic 
working load by modification factors: 

Q
1 
= ~ k16 k17 Q' 

1 
where 

~ = 1.2 for bolts transferring loads through metal 
plates 

= 1.0 otherwise 

Considerations arc given to spacing. edge and end 
distances, and washers. 

b) Axial loads 

The basic working load or bolts loaded axially shall 
be taken as the •~r or the axial strength or the bolt, 
and the bearing strengh or the wood under the washer, 
when loaded perpendicular to the grain. Design values 
for these parameters, i.e., axial-bolt strength and di
ameter or washer, are provided. 

2.3.9. Other types of joints 

The calculation or penni.uil.>le loads for ooach screws, 
split ring connector and shear plate connectors follow 
the same lines presented for nails, screws and bolts. 
They are obtained by multiplying the given basic loads 
by modification factors that taken into account the 
various use conditions. In the same way, considerations 
are presented regarding spacing, edge and end distance 
for each one of them. 

3. MALAYSIAN CODE OF PRATICE FOR THE 
STRUCTURAL USE OF TIMBERS 

3.1. General considerations 

The Malaysian timber code is dcscnl>cd in the Ma
laysian Standard MS 544:1978, (31), published by the 
Standard and Industrial Researcb Institute of Malaysia 
(SIRIM). Selangor. 

This oodc is also based on basic and permissible 
sucssc:salthougbthcyaredcfincdsomewbatdiffcrcntly 
from the Australian oodc. Basic stress is bcrc defined as 
the stress wbicb "211 safely be permanently sustained by 
timber containing no strength-reducing cbanctcristic:s. 
This definition is equivalent to tbat or dear wood 
strength as presented by the American code. NOS (21 ). 
Permissible stress is the stress wbich can safely be sus
tained by a structunl component under the particular 
condition or scrvi.:e and loading. 

3.1.1. Structunl grades 

Appendix A or MS 544:1978 descn"bes sizes and 
grades or Malaysian structunl timbers. whose main 
features arc: 

a) about 75 species or species groups are classified into 
five shrinkage ~ups according to established limits 
for tangential sbrinL.age from green to 19 percenL 
These shrinkage values must be taken into considera
tion for determining the green cross-sectional dimen
sion when cutting any given nominal size at 19% MC; 

b) preferred cros.weaional dimensiom, ranging in thick
ness and width from 1to12 inches induding half-inch 
size, in a total or 91, are given for green wood and 
wood at 19% MC; 

c) three grades are specified: 
- select structural: to be used for special applica

tions where a maximum strength/Weight ratio or 
timber is required; 

- standard structural: to be specified for normal 
purpcr..es; 

- common ouilding: where the timber does not per
form any important structural function, or is not 
designed by means of engineering calculations. 

For each panicular grade, limits are set on defects 
that reduce load-bearing capacity such as: shakes and 
checks, slope or grain, spiral grain, wane, borer and pin 
holes, sapwood (when not treated), curvature (bow and 
side bending), knots, decay, brittle bean, etc. Pieces are 
supposed to be individually inspected and visually gaded 
according to the amount of defecu presented. 

3.1.2. Density classes 

About 50 species or group of species are grouped 
into four classes according to their densities at 19% 
MC: heavy hardwoods, medium hardwoods, light hard
woods and one softwood (Agathis spp) . 
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Permeability to pressure trcatmem at l.5% MC, 
expressed in gallons-per-cubic foot is presented for the 
heartwood of eacb of tbesc speci(S or group of species. 

3.1.3. Grade sucsscs and strength groups 

For a gnocn strength property tbe grade stress is tbe 
product of tbe respective basic stress by tbe grade 
strength ratio. 

Altbougb tbe Ma!aysian Standard MS 544: 1978 
does not explicitly mention tbe strength ratios rorre
sponding t., tbe various properties and grades, tbe data 
presented on basic stresses indicate tbe approximate 
values shown in Table 3-1. 

Basic properties and grade stresses, as well as mean 
and minimum modulus elasticity, are presented for 
green and dry timber or 56 Malaysian species, tbe great 
majorityoftbembardwoods.lnordertosimplifydesign 
and lumber procurement, the Malaysian Tunber Code 
also groups tbesc 56 species into four strength classes. 
Grade stresses for eacb group are taken as those repre
senting tbe weakest species in the group. Table 3-2 and 
3-3 present grade stresses for green and dry (MC s 
19%) timber respect~ly. 

3.1.4. Permissible stresses and modification factors 

Permissible stress is defined as the product or the 
grade stress :tnd tbeappropriate modification factor for 
tbe panicular ronditions o( use and loading under 
wnsideration. 

The modification factors of the Malaysian code, to 
be used in the same fashion as the Australian code, are 
the following: 

kl = duration or loading for beams; 

length and position of bearing for beams and 
ties; 

k:i_
1 
= shear for notched beams (under side); 

k:i.z = shear (or notched beams (upper side); 

k
4 
= form factor for beams with cross section other 

than rectangular; 

ks = form factor for slender beams; 

k, • factor for different limiting values of slenderness 
ratio and load duration for columns; 

k, • effective length of spaced colunans; 

t. • duration ofload effect for nails, screws, bolts and 
connectors;Table3-1 k, =duration ofload effect 
for split-rinp and sheer plates; 

k
10 

= moisture content effect for connector joints; 

k
11 

• factor for below standard end distance, edge dis
tanc:c and spacing of connectors; 

~ = modification factor for maximum desit,n loads, 
wben design is carried out by cxperime;.ital tes•
ing; 

load sharing = factor or 1.1 ltai multipEes the grade 
stress or rcp.!ti~ mecixrs, four or 
more. 

321. Flexural members 

Members subject to Dexurcsha~' bedesigned acoord
ing to basic principles or engint!Cnng. Howcw:r, tbe 
~ollowing observations arc made; 

3.21.1. E/f«tive span 

Should be taken as tbe distance between the centers 
of bearings; 

3.21.2 Sri[fnas and dqkction 

Members should be designed so that ~~ de
flections bra given particular use a>ndition are awided. 
For example, deflection or Doors when fully loaded 
should :iot e:xceed0.003o(thespan. Repetit~member 
should be designed with mean value or the modulus of 
elasticity, E, while main components should be propor
tioned taking tbe minimum value of E; 

3.21.3. Latual support 

Deptb to breath ratio f rectangular beaJm are restrited 
to maximum values according to the degree or lateral 
support; 

3.21.4. Notchet!. mnn«n 

The effective depth should be taken as the minimum 
depth or the net acm section; 

3.21.S. Buik-upmembm 

Should be provided with web stiffeners to ensure 
stability at all points <•f concentrated loads. 

3.2.2. Compression members 

The following points are brought under attention in 
the design of compression members: 

3.221. Efftctivt lengths 

To be taken according to end faxicity and lateral 'up
pon conditions; 

3.222 Maximum sltndtmtss ratio 

180 for loads resulting from dead weights and super
imposed loads and 250 01herwise; 

3.223. Comprtssion mtmbm subject to btnding 

Total calculated compression stress shall not exce<.d 
the permissible stress in compression. Special consid-
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TABl.El-1 

APPROXIMATE STREGTII RATIOS OF TIIE ~GRADES SPECIFIED 
IN TIIE MALAYSIAN STANDARD MSS44:1978 

Stress grade(%) 
Property 

Select Standard Common 

1. Bending and 
tension parallel 80 63 so 

2. Compression parallel 80 63 so 
3. Compression perpendicular 85 80 15 
4. Shear parallel 70 55 45 

TABl.El-2 

GREEN• STRESSES AND MODUU OF EIASTICllY FOR STRENGTII GROUPS (PSI) 

Bending and Compression Compression Shear Modulus of 
Strength Grade tension parallel perpendicular parallel elasticity 

group parallel to grain to grain to grain 
to grain Mean Minimum 

10' 

Basic 3,000 2,500 250 400 

Select 2,400 2,000 210 280 
A 2,(XX) 1,250 

Standard 1,850 1,SSO 200 220 

Common 1,500 1,25() 180 180 

Basic 2,500 2,(XX) lSO 300 

Select 2,000 1,600 120 210 
B 1,600 900 

Standard 1,500 1,250 12C 160 

Common 1,250 l,(XX) 110 130 

Basic 1,800 1,400 100 200 

Select 1,400 1,100 85 140 
c 1,300 750 

Standard 1,100 850 80 110 

Common 900 700 75 90 

Basic 1,100 950 60 200 

Select 850 750 so 140 
D 830 430 

Standard 650 sso 45 110 

Common sso 470 40 90 

•MC> 19%. 

Source: Malaysian Standard ~S 544: 1978 (31) 
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TABLEl-3 

DRY. STRESS AND MODULI OF ELASTICl1Y FOR STRENGTII GROUPS (PSI) 

Bending and Compression Compression Shear Modulus of 
Strength Grade tension parallel 
group parallel to grain 

to grain 

Basic 3,6(j() 3,230 

Select 2.900 2.550 
A 

Standard 2.300 2,000 

Common 1.800 1.liOO 

Basic 2.880 2.330 

Select 2.300 1.850 
B 

St<andard 1,800 1,450 

Common 1,400 1,150 

Basic 2.100 l,liOO 

Select 1,650 1.250 
c 

Standard 1,300 1.000 

Common 1,050 800 

Basic 1,400 1,200 

Select 1.100 950 
D 

Standard 800 70 

Common 700 (iOO 

•MC :S 19%. 

Source: Malaysian Standard MS 544 : 1978 (31) 

eration is given to slender members, in a similar way as 
described in the codes already reviewed in preceding 
paragraphs; 

3.224. Notching and drilling 

Allowances for the holes should be made in the 
design; 

3.225. Spaced columns 

Consideration is given as to limit the space between 
individual shafts and to guarantee that the rigidity of the 
system is appropriate. Recommendations are made on 
hO' .; to calculate permissible loads of spaced columns; 

perpendicular parallel ewticity 
to grain to grain 

Mean Minimum 
10' 

280 470 

230 330 
2.140 1,400 

220 2liO 

210 210 

180 310 

150 220 
1,700 950 

140 170 

130 130 

110 210 

90 150 
1,350 800 

80 110 

80 90 

90 200 

15 140 
950 450 

70 110 

65 90 

3.226. Compression membm in triangulated 
frameworks 

Recomendations are presented for determining the 
slenderness ratio according to the conditions of end 
flxicity and lateral support for continuous an non-con
tinuous members. 

3.2.3. Tension members 

3.23.J. Effective cross-section 

Allowance must be made for the reduction in area 
caused by sinking, holes, notches. 



3.23.2 CombWd tmsion/bmding 

Members subject to bendingand axial loading simul
taneously should be designed so that the total tension 
s~ does not exceed th' permissible stress. 

3.2.4. Joints 
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In order to simplify design, the Malaysian a>de, like 
the Austnlian, provides for classifying all oommercial 
species in jointstrength groups, which are designated by 
J1 to JS. However, oontrary to the Australian a>de, 
there is i.o explicit reference to these groups being 
based on the density of the species. 

In the same fashion as a>des previously reviewed, the 
following oonsiderations are made: 

3.24.1. Basic la!~al loads 

For green and dry wood, perpendicular and parallel 
C> grain, given for each joint group with respect to nails, 
screws, and bolts or various diameters. 

3.24.2 Dttai1s c.;,ou, spacing 

Edge and end distance, duration ofloading. etc., are 
also given. 

3.24.3. Otho types ofjoinls 

Dry basic loads are given for all j:>int groups for oom
mercially-available split-ring and shear-plate oonnec
tion, as well details on their spacing, end and edge 
distance, etc. 

3.2.S. Design by exp:rimental testing 

The Malaysian a>de makes provision for accepting 
experimental testing as an alternative to calculation of 
timber structures, where circumstances require, but 
always by agreement between the parties concerned. 

Consideration is given to many aspects or the test 
method such as: pre-loading, deflection test, strength 
test, number or components to be tested, etc. Accep
tance is conditioned to the lowest ultimate load re
corded, which must be at least 2.5 times the design load 
when only one structure is tested, or 2.0 times the design 
load if five similar components are tested. 

4. PHILIPPINE TIMBER CODE 

4.1. General considerations 

The Phi!:ppine timber code (29) also follows the 
traditional engineering methods based on the theory or 
elasticity. Members should be proportioned so that 
calculated stresses will never exceed the allowable unit 
stresses specified for the respective species and grade 
used. 

4.1.1. Stress grades and working stresses 

The code contains the d1.:SCription or three visual 
stress grades, based on strength ratios or 80%, 67% and 
56%, applied on bending strength. 

Working stresses, for usc in dryoonditions, arc given 
for 21 tropical hardwoods for the following properties: 

• hen~ing and tension parallel to grain 
• modulus of elasticity in bending 
• compr~ion parallel to grain 
• compression perpendicular to grain 
• shear parallei to grain. 

4.1.2. Adjustments of working stresses 

The Philippine a>de makes provisions for the fol
lowing adjustments: 

a) increase of 10% in the modulus of elasticity of lum
ber that is surface seasoned before loading to the 
maximum allowable load; 

b) decrease or 10% for the oompression parallel to 
grain and 33 1/3% for the mmpression perpendicu
lar to grain for usc in mntinuously wet mnditions; 

c) decrease of 10% in all working streues when the 
member~ fully str~ to maximum allowable stress 
for more than 10 years, under the mndition of maxi
mum design load; 

d) increase in the allowable units stresses when the full 
maximum load is or short duration, as follows: 
15% for 2-montb duration 
25% for 7-day duration 
33 1/3% for one day duration 
100% for impact loads 

e) adjustment for shear stresses near the support or 
beams, for loads closer than three times the depth or 
the beam from the support; 

() increase in oompression perpendicular to grain for 
bearinp shorter than 150 mm and located 75 mm or 
more from the end or a timber.; 

g) increase or 150 % (or horizontal shear in joint de
tails. 

4.2. General design procedures 

4.2.1. Columns 

a) Solid columns 

The calculated stress shall not exceed the working 
stress in comprwion parallel, C, 

P 3.619E 
--= s c 

A (1Jr)2 

,'.Olumn:· shall be limited to L = SOd, except for length of 
Cl'mponc. '\IS or spaced columns, which can go up to L = 
81}1; 

b) S~lccd co:umns: shall be designed according to prin
cipks accep!,ed to the building official. 



4.llJoints 

In order to make the design or joints more oonven
icnt. the Philippine oode establishes three strength 
groups aa:ording to specific gravity, as follows: 

Group I 

Group II 

0.87 - 0.65 specific gravity 

0.48-0.62 

Group III 0.35 - 0.44 

a) Bolts 

For each one these groups the oode gives allowable 
loads, parallel and perpendicular to grain, for bolts in 
double shear with diameters varying from 12 mm to 32 
mm. and length from 40 mm to 305 mm. Loads at angle 
to grain shall be calculated using Hanlcinpon•s for
mula. Details are given regarding spacing. edge and 
distance of bolts. 

b) Shear plate, toothed-ring and split-ring 

Allowable loads are given for one shear-plate unit 
and bolt in single shear for the three joint groups, for 
loading parallel and perpendicular to grain, for two 
sizes of plate and bolt in single shear for the three joint 
groups, for loading parallel and perpendicular to grain, 
for two sizes of plate and !>.Jlt and various oombinations 
or lumber thickness. 

The same information i:i provided for one toothed
ring unit and bolt and one split-ring with bolt in single 
shear. Details on spacing and end distance for loading 
perpendicular to grain are given for the three types or 
oonnector. 

c) Wood scr'!WS and nails 

Design loads referring to the three joint groups are 
provided forwood screws and nails, both for withdrawal 
load from side penetration, for each 25 mm of penetra
tion, and for lateral load in side grain. 

5. BRAZILIAN SPECIFICATION FOR THE DESIGN 
AND CONSTRUCTION OF WOODEN STRUC
TURES: ABNT NBR 7190 - 1982 

5.1. General considerations 

In Brazil, the design and oonstruction of wood struc
tures is governed by Standard NB-7190, issued in 1982 
by the Brazilian Association - ABNT (4). 

This standard follows the conventional approach to 
design. Loads and resistances are specified as detennin
istic values, and the design procedures are based on the 
theory of elasticity. All the allowable stresses are de
rived from mean ultimate values obtained for small 
clear specimens tested in green condition according to 
Method ABNT MB 26-1953. 
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5.2.~. Bending members 

1be allowable stress in bending. F~, is 15% of the 
average value or the modulus of rupture of small dear 
specimem.1beallowableshearstrcss,F,,,is 10%oftbe 
average ultimate horizontal shear value obtained from 
small dear specimens. 

5.22 Compression members 

For oolumns having a slenderness index, ). , of 40 or 
less, the allowable stress in oomprcssion parallel to 
grain, Fe , is 20% of the average aushint strength, 
obtained from small dear specimens. 

The slenderness index, )., is defined as the ratio 
between the buckling length, /, (pin-end mnditions) 
and the radius or giration, i: 

I 
l=-· 

For 40 

F' = F e e 

For ). > 

2 
F'=-e 

3 

where 

< ). <J.o 

1 ). - 40 
(1--

3 ). - 40 
0 

J.
0 

(long oolumns) 

).0 2 

(-) Fe 
). 

S.2.3. Tension members 

The allowable stress in tension parallel to grain F, is 
the same as the allowable stress in bending, F b' i.e., tS% 
of the average value of the modulus of rupture. 

S.2.4. Combined loads 

The total tensile stress resulting from the combined 
flexural and axial loads shall not exceed the allowed 
stress in tension, F

1
• 

When .t < ).'!' the compression stress shall not 
exceed the value given by the following expression: 

F.,. • F'c + (F, -F'c)e 

where 

F, IMl/W 
e•--•-----

f.,. IMl/W +NIA 



when l > 1
0 

and e > e
0 

2 2 
F-.. =-_- F. + {F~ - -FJ(e-e.J 

,j 3 

where 

l z 
e =1-(-) 

0 l 
0 

and IM I is the absolute value or the bending moment, 
W is the section modulus, N is the axial compression 
force, and A is the cross-sectional area. 

When l > l 
0 
and e < e.,. the bending stress should 

be disregarded and the column calculated as indicated 
by the second equation in item S.2.2. (long rolumns). 

5.2.S. Compression perpendicular to grain stresses 

The allowable stress for compression perpendicular 
to grain is 6% of the crushing strength obtained from 
small dear specimens. This value can be increased up to 
100% if the bearing area is at least 15 en (6 in.) away 
from the end of the piece. 

5.2.6. Joints 

The NBR-7190 Standard does not specify any work
ing load for join LS, leaving them to the design engin~r. 
However, some recommendations are made with re
spect to joints, which were initially intended for the 
construction of heavy structures: 

a) minimum bolt diameter shall be 16mm for main 
str11ctural members and 9mm for secondary mem
bers. The same requirement fer thickness apply to 
metal plates; 

b) washers shall have a bearing area that is large enough 
to exen the full axial load of the bolt without exceed
ing the allowable suess of the wood in compression 
perpendicular to grain; 

c) all joints should be properly centered; no joint should 
depend on one bolt only; 

d) nailed joints in main structural member. should 
have their allowable load determined through ex
perimental testing; 

e) finally, details are given with regard to edge and end 
distance and spacing or bolts and connectors. 

6. JAPANESE BUILDING CODES FOR WOOD 
CONSTRUCTION 

The information presented in this chapter comes 
from the English translation of two documents: "The 
Establishment ofthe Tec~nical Standards for Ensuring 
Structural Safety of Wood Frame Construction." (8), 
and the JAS standard "Stiuctural Lumber for Wood 
Frame Construction" (9). 

6.1. General considerations 

About 60% or new hou..~ in Japan are built with 
wood, mostly softwoods imponed from Nonh America 
and USSR, and hardwoods from Southeast Asia. The 
traditional Japanese house a>nstruction is of the post
and-beam type, with preferred species for each type of 
structural and non-structural members. 

In this type of oonstruction some structural members 
remain apparent, thus ea empham:ing dear face grades. 

In the Llst decade there bas been a slow but steady 
interest in plataform frame construction following the 
North American building system. The Japanese Agri
cultural Stan;Sard -JAS, specifications for dressed soft
wood structure !umber for wood frame construction 
consider two species groups, SI and Sil, which include 
Japanese as well as North American species, and two 
product categories: Framing A lumber and Framing B 
lumber. 

Framing A lumber is intended for use where mem
bers require high bending strength and stiffness. It 
contains four grades: 

• special (similar to NOS Select Structural) 
•grade 1 (cs NGR ~ 1) 
•grade 2 (- NGR n!2) 
•grade 3 (- NGR n! 3 and Stud grade) 

Framing B is mostly used as rompressional struc
tural members and corresponds to the NGR light fram
ing grades. It contains three grades: 

• construction 
•standard 
•utility 

(• NGR construction grade) 
(• NGR standard grade) 
( .. NGR utility grade) 

Cro.u-sectional dimensions include nominal 2 inches 
( 40 mm green, 38 mm dry) thickness by 3,4,6,8,lOand 12 
inches (65,90,143,190,241 and 292 mm green; 
64,89,140,184,235 and 286 mm dry) in width and 4 inch 
square rolumns (90 x 90 mm green, 89 x 89 mm dry). 
Lumber with moisture content not exceeding 19% is 
considered dry. 

According to a paper by Briw and Dickens (7) JAS 
grades are more strict than the NGR requirements, 
specially with regard to knot displacement and wane. 

6.2. Design procedures 

Unfortunately the information presented in the 
documents available did not contain many details on 
the design of wooden struc1ures, except for lhose given 
below. 

6.2.1 General requirements 

a) provisions shall not apply to tea ceremony houses, 
summer garden house or other similar buildings, nor 
to storerooms, barns or similar buildings with a total 
floor area less than 10 square meters; 



b) timber to be used in principal structural members 
shall be free of defetts affecting wood strength. 

6.22 Columns requirements (main ones) 

The ratio of the smallest aoss-sectional dimension 
of a column and the vertical distance between two 
horimntal members is limited to a range ofl/20to1/30, 
depending on the type of building, story oonsidered and 
space between oolumns: 

a) the smallest a<m-sectional dimension of a oolumn 
with structural responsibilities in buildings having 
three or more stories shall not be less than 135 cm; 

b) notches: cutting one-third or more of the column 
a<m section requires reinforcement; 

c) oomer columns ofbuildiags having two or more sto
ries must beoontinuous or otherwise be reinforced to 
perform as such; 

d) slenderness ratio of main oolumns shall not exceed 
150. 

6.2.3 Beams 

a) notches are not allowed in the lower side of beams in 
the vicinity of their middle ponion. 

6.2.4 Braces 

a) braces acting in tension shall have a minimum cr<m
sectional dimensic;ns of 1.5 cm x 9.0 cm; 

b) braces acting in compression shall be at least 3 cm in 
thickness and 9 cm in width; 

c) notching is not allowed in braces. 

7. ANDF.AN PACT HANDBOOK FOR DESIGN OF 
WOOD STRUCTURES 

7.1. General Considentions 

Five Andean countries (Bolivia, Colombia, Equa
dor, Peru and Vene::11ela) have developed, under the 
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JUNAC- Cartagena Agreement, a joint project aiming 
at the technological development of their tropical for
est resources. This project, entitled PADT-REFORT, 
bas produced a wood design handbook that was pub
lished in 1982 (20). 

The design procedures descn°bed in this handbook 
were partly based on the experimental findings result
ing from an extensive testing program involving the five 
countries. 

Physical and mechanical properties of 104 tropical 
woods of oommercial importance, including two soft
woods, were determined for small clear specimens and 
for full-size beams. 

On the basis of these experimental results, a strength 
grouping system and a single visual grade system were 
proposed, together with a preferred series of lumber 
aoss-sectional dimensions. 

7.l. General design procedures 

The design procedures reoommended by the JU
NAC handbook are based on accepted engineering 
methods of structural analysis for linear elastic behav
iour of structures. Each member is to be designed so 
that calculated stresses do not em:ed allowable stresses, 
and that deflections remain within presaibed accept
able limits. 

Allowable stresses, as presented in Table 7-1, are 
based on strength propenies resulting from the testing 
of small clear specimens, modified by factors given in 
Table 7-2. 

FC fT 
Al:owable stress = -- · · maximum stress 

F'S FDC 

FC = factor of strenph reduction due to quality 
(strength ratio) 

FT = size factor 

FS = safety and serviceability factor 

FDC = duration of load effect 

TABLE7-1 

ALLOWABLE STRESSES (kglcm2) PRESCRIBED BY THE JUNAC WOOD DESIGN UANDilOOK• 

Species Bending Tension Compression Compression Horizontal Modulus of 
strength parallel parallel perpendicular shear Elasticity 
group f. f, f, f • .i. f. Eo.os E -

A 210 145 145 40 15 95000 130000 

B 150 105 110 28 12 75000 100000 

c 100 75 80 15 8 55000 90000 

• Values for green wood, which may be used for dry wooJ. Source: JUNAC (20) 
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TABLE7-2 

REDUCTION FACTORS ADOPTED BYTIIEJUNAC DESIGN HANDBOOK 

Factor Bending Compression 
Parallel 

Horizontal 
Shear 

Compression 
Perpendicular 

FC 
Fr 
FS 

FDC 

7.2.I. Reduction factors 

0.80 
0.90 
2.00 
I.IS 

7.2.1.1. Stmigth m:luaion factor- FC 

This factorwz ~tablished bymmparingsmall dear 
test results witb those obtained in testing Wually-pded 
beams 4 an x I4 cm (2 in. x 6 in. oommercial size), with 
spans between 2,600 m and 3,20 m. 

A reduction factor of 0,80 is adopted for all strength 
groups. 

1.21.2. Safety and suviuabilily factor- FS 

This factor has the objective of making allowances 
for material variability, typr. and consequences or fail
ure, uncertainties due to manufacture, etc. It varies 
between I.6 and 4.0, depending on the property consid
ered, as shown in the table above. 

1.21.3. Siu factor - FI 

As mentioned in some of the codes previously ana
lysed in this repon, the size factor takes into account the 
difference in depth of the beam tested in laboratory as 
compared to the depth or full size beams. Tension 
members also show strength reduction due to size. 

s w 
FI'=(-) 

h 

h = depth of the beam in cm. 

7.21.4. Duration of load effect· FIX 

Although it is recognised that the maximum stress 
sustained by wood decreases with duration of load, the 
argument is made that such time effect is less pro
nounced at the actual stress level present in strutural 
members in real life. The proposed values for FDC, 
which apply only to bending and ccmpression parallel 
to grain, are lower than those prescribed in other codes. 

7.3. Dalp of bending maaben 

7.3.1. Deflections 

For houses, calculated deflections are limited to a 
fraction of the span varying between 11250 and 1/350, 
depending on the loading'con<Sitior. and ceiling mate-

, ' ' 

1.60 
1.25 

4.00 1.60 

rial; other buildinp may have 1e.u strict limits. 

DeOectioas should be calcuJated using E....; for de
Oections caused by long-term loads, the cilc:Ufated val
ues should be multiplied by 1.2 or I.8, for dry and green 
wood respecmdy. 

7.3.2. Allowable loads 

Bending members shall be designed using tradi
tional elastic theory for stress analysis. Tiie calculated 
extreme fiber stresses, horizontal shear stresses and 
oompression perpendicular to grain stresses (bearinp), 
shall not exceed the values gi\'cn in Table 7-1. 

In addition to extreme fiber strea. borimntal shear 
stresses and stresses at the suppons, there are also 
recommendations about Jaraal stability of skader beams. 

Extensive design-aid material is gi\'cn to illustrate 
the use of beams of preferred cross sectional dimen
sions under various loading conditions. 

7 A. Design or compression memben 

Similar to other codes, columns are classified ac
cording to their slenderness ratio,.\, in three types: 

• shon columns .t < 10 

• intermediate columns 10 :s .l :s c, 
E 112 

<; = 0.7025 (-) (rectangular sections) 
f, 

• long columns 

Columns having A .;rw.ter than SO shall not be allowed. 

7.4.l. Allowable loads 

7.4.1.1. Columns in axial compru1ion only 

Calculated stresses due to specified loads should nol 
exceed the allowable stress r. given in Table 7.1. 

The value ofE to be used in the equations presented 
below must be Eo.os· 

N ... • f, A 



A is the aoss-scaional area 

- Intermediate oolumns 

I .t 4 

N = fcA (1--(-) ) 
... 3 c; 

- Long oolumns 

EA 
N ... =0,329 -

(J.)2 

7.4.1.2 CombiMd axial compression and balding 

N t.IMI 
+ <I 

N ... zr.. 
wberc 

I 
k = • 1- l.S N/Ncri 

= momentamplificationfac:torduetouialoom
prcssion 

I MI = absolute value of maximum moment 

z 
N 

= section modulus 

= applied axial load 

rEI 
= Euler aitical load ( ) 

pc 

As it was the case ror tbe design of beams, tbe 
JUNAC handbook also presents abundant material 
illustrating tbe design of oolumns and multiple-mem
ber structures under oompression. In addition, a full
cbapter is dedicated to tbe design of bracing walls and 
another to tbe design of light frames, specially trusses. 

7.4.1.3. Combined axial unsion and bending 

N IMI 
+--<I 

Af, zr. 
N = tension load 

IM I = absolute value of maximum moment 

A = aoss-sectional area 

Z • section modulus 

f, - allowable stress in axial tension 

7.5. Joints 

Detailed iru:tructions are given for 'the design and 
construction of bolted and nailed joi~ts with special 
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emphasis on spacing, end and edge distance. load direc
tion, etc. Allowable joint loads, for oompression panl
lel and perpenclicu1ar,arepen for bolts with diameters 
ranging form 1/4to3/4inc:besand1engtbs of2 to 9 an, 
for the tbreestrcngtb groups. using greenwood. Reduc
tion factors are given for joints having more tbaD one 
bolt along the same line parallel to the load direction. 

Allowable loads for nails in singlesbear are given for 
the three strength disses, with nail diameters vuyiag 
from 2.4 mm to 4.9 mm and lengths from SI mm to 102 
mm, green wood. Pre-boring is m:ommcnd"" for spe
cies belonging to strength group A. Modification fac
tors to take into aa:ount situations other than single 
shear are pen; for CDDlple nails in double shear arc 
allowed 67% higher loads. 

L CIB STRUCTURAL 11MJIER DESIGN CODE 

TU a>de (12) has been prepared by CIB Working 
Group WIS-TIDlber Structures and served as the basis 
for the preparation of Euroa>de-S, wllicb is the EEC 
recommended code for the design of wood structures. 

The Eurocodes, wbic:h are available for other mate
rials suc:h steel and mnaete, are aimed at the barmoni
Dtion or design rules as a means or promoting the 
integration and themmpetitivenessof themnstruction 
industry within the European Common Markel 

Although Euroaxte.S is based ona semi-probabilis
tic approach to design, using the partial factor method. 
the CIB code is also applicable to deterministic meth
ods, provided material properties are demed from 
charaaeriUicvalucs and suitable safety factors for strength 
and stiffness are available for the design calculations. 
Howaer, it does not specify safety factors nor partial 
load mefficients and load mmbinations. They are left 
to the responsibility of national public authorities. 

The design proa:dures recommended by the CIB 
code are based on the principle of struc:tunl mechanics, 
engineering design, and experimental data, interpreted 
statistically as far as possible. Design methods or mate
rials other than those recommended by the CIB rode 
may be used as long as their validity mn be substanti
ated by analytical and engineering principles, reliable 
test data, or both. 

8.l. Buie auumptions and deslp pncedura 

Mechanical propenies of wood and wood-based 
materials are given as cbaracteristia values for strength 
and stiffness. A characteristic value is defined as the 
population lower S-percentile value directly applicable 
to a load duration of 3 to S minutes, at a temperature of 
20" .:. 2° C and a relative humidity of 0.6S ~ O.OS, and 
estimated with a confidence level of0.75. These mndi
tions are also valid for the definition of mean values of 
some elastic propeniea given by the code. , 
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In thecaseof temilestrength perpcndic:ular to grain. 
the c:baracteristicvalucs are abo related to a wlwne of 
0.02 m'. Tbe c:baracteristic relative density given for a 
species or species group is defined as the lower S
perc:entilevaluewitb mass ata moisturca>ntcnt10 = 0, 
and wlwne at a temperature of 20 .!. 2"C and relative 
humidity ofQ.65 .!. O.OS. 

8.2.1. Moisture classes 

Tbe CIB code specific:s Clrcc moisture classes for 
struetures dcpcndent on moisture a>ntent : 

Moisture class 1: wbca the material bas a moisture 
mntent mm::sponding to a tempera
ture of 20 .!. 2"C and to a relative 
humidity only occasionally over 0.6S; 

Moisture class 2: same as class 1, but with relative hu
midity occasionally over 0.85; 

Moisture class 3: all other climatic mnditions. 

In the mnditions dcfinc:d above, the equilibrium 
moisturemntentofmostsoftwoodswillnotm:ced0.12 
in Moisture Class 1 and 0.18 iJl Moisture Class 2. 

8.2.2. Load-duration classes 

As in the rodes previously reviewed in this paper, the 
CIB code aJso lakes into acxount the different behav
iour of wood under loads of different durations. Frve 
classes of load duration arc rca>gnizcd: 

•Jong term: over 105 hours(> lOycars) 
•medium-term: lOCbours (one year) 
• shon-tcrm: 102 hours (one week) 
• vciy shon-tcrm: under 10 hours 
• instantaneous. 

8.2.3. Umit sta :es 

1bc objective of design is to supply specifications 
and rca>mmcndations for the a>nstruction of safe and 
ca>nomical structures. Structures should be designed 
so that there is a prcsaibcd safety against reaching a 
limit state, be it an ultimate limitstate or a serviceability 
limit state. 

A limit state is defined as a state in which one of the 
aiteria relating to the load-bearing capacity of the 
structure or to its oonditions of service bl no longer 
valid. 

An ultimate limit states oorrespond to the maximum 
load-carrying capacity or to mmplete unserviceability. 

On the other hand, serviceability !imit states refer to 
aitcria governing normal use of the structure such as: 
excessive dcOections, excessive vibrations, local dam
ages, etc. 

8.2.4. Verification or design 

The general oondition of safety, i.e., theoondition for 
the actual limit state not being reached is expressed as: 

8 (F ,(.a. 11.C) > 0 

and the design aitcrion will be: 

8 (F., f., a, 11.., C) > o 
where 

F - represents actiom 

f 

a 

/I 

c 

- reprcscnts material propcnic:s 

- reprcscnts geometrical parameters 

- are quantities covaing the uncataintics of 
the calcuJation model 

- arc CODStallts including preselected design 
oonstraints 

8 ( ) - reprcscnts the limit state function 

d - denotes design value (subsaipt) 

Tbe CIB code rc:comznc:nds that the values for ac
tions, partial coefticicnts and load mmbiaations to be 
taken into aa:oUl\t in design should be prcscnbcd by 
national public authorities. HOWC\U, among the vari
ous Eurocodes sponsored by EEC. one code shall deal 
spccifically with actions acting on structures (13). 

1bc following values should be pen for actions: 

Ft cbaractcristic value 

'1'
0 

Ft combination value 

Based OD those dwacteristic values, the design value 
is ootained by multiplyicg them by a panial load melli
cieut Yr 

F• = y 1 Ft 

or 

and the design load combination given as 

D m 
I yr,; Fa:,;+ I ylJ 'I' . F '.i 
i•l j - 1 '\I 

The design values of strength parameters should be 
obtained from the characteristic values, modified ac
cording to climate class and load-duration class, by 
division by a panial material mefficient y •. 

'• • f/ r. 
E• • E/ r. 

For serviceability limit statta y. • 1.0 and dcOCc.. 
tions are calculated with the mean values of the elastic 
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properties; for ultimate limit states y. should be prc
scn"'bcd by the concerned public authority. 

Usually the geometric parameters ueass•uncd to be 
those spccificd in the design, a. In case deviation from 
tbisvalue may ~a significant effect OD the structure. 
tbcn: 

a,= a+ Aa 

or 

a, = a-Aa 

wbcrc a is the cbaraacristic value and A a takes into 
account the importanccof nriatioras in a and the pen 
tolcraDce limits for a. 

Fmally. ultimate limit states may be calculated by 
using elastic or plastic theories, aa:ording to the re
sponse of the suucture to the actions. However, the 
cbaraacristic values pen in the item 8.2.4 are those 
deri¥ed from test loads by the theory of linear elasticity, 
wbic:b therefore should also be used in the design of 
individual members. Serviceability limit States are, in 
general. calculated aa:onling to elastic theory. When 
design is made by testing full-size suuctures. the proce
dures should follow the appropriate RILEM-CIB Stan
danl. 
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Tambcr to be used as suuctural members sbould be 
graded in aa:ordance with rules cmuriDg that the re
quired mccbanic:al propcnics of tbe timber arc satisfac
tory. 1bc:se strength grading rules may be based OD 

visual grading or macbinc grading. 

8.3.1. Standanl strength and dcmity duscs 

lbcCIBcodcconsiders 13standardstreagtbduscs. 
with the c:bamcristicvalucs of bending strength rang
ing from 5n to 75 MPa and modulus of elasticity from 
2300 to 12200 MPa. 1bc ratio between the bcDdiDg 
strength of one~ and that of the~ P""""'mg it is 
about 1.25; for modulus of elasticity this ratio is about 
us. Tbe ratio bctMICll temioa parallel to pain straagtb 
and bending strength ranges from approximately O.SS 
for the lower strength duscs to 0. 70 for the stronger 
duscs. Assbown in Table 8-1, the target cbaraacristic 
values are pen for tbe principal propcnics. 

In order to be assigned to one of the strength classes. 
a pen grade mast ~cbaraacristicvaluesofbcnding 
strength. tension strength and modulus of elasticity not 
less than the target value, and thevaluesof compression 
strength and shear strength should m:ecd the require
ments of the nearest lower class. 

TABLEl-1 

STANDARD STRENGm CLASSES. CHARACTERISTIC VALUES IN MPa. 

Property scs SC6 SCB SCIO SC12 SClS SC19 

Bending f. 5.0 6.0 1.S 9.S 12 15 19 

Tension parallel to train f ... 2.5 3.2 4.1 5.4 7.0 9.1 11.8 

Compress. parallel to grain f.,. 5.8 7.0 8.4 10.0 12.0 14.5 17.S 

Shear parallel to grain f. 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.S 1.7 2.0 2.2 

Modulus of elasticity E• 2300 2600 3000 3500 4000 4(i()() 5300 

TABLE 1-1 (continued) 

Property SC24 SC30 SC38 SCAB SC60 SC75 

Bending f. 24 30 38 48 60 75 

Tension parallel to grain f ... 15.5 20 2S 34 44 54 

Compress. parallel to grain f.,. 21 2S 30 36 43 52 

Shear parallel to grain r 2.6 3.0 . 3.5 4.0 4.6 5.2 

Modulus or elasticity E, 6100 7000 8100 9300 10600 12200 



"Y1v' dcasity classes cstablisbed by the cm code are 
pa ID T~blc ~2. 

1lle ntio betwcell the minimum cbaractcristicvalues 
ofoaedcasityclassand that of the class premlingit isap
IUlimatcly 1.2S. 

Fortbosccalculationswbcre mean values or modulus 
or ellsticity and modulus or rigidity are required. they 
should be tab:a as 

E_ = l.4E
0 

G =Q.OIJSE - . 
rmally, two strength propcnics. tension perpendicu

lar 10 grain and mmprcssion pcrpcndicular 10 grain. 
~ their cbaractcristic values czprcsscd aa::ordiag 10 
sta8'1ard clemity classes. as presented in Table ~2. 

L4. Oesipolllllsic--ben 

&.4.1. Gcncral amsidcrations 

1bc design strength values 10 be applied in tbc equa
tions used 10 define the sizes of struetural members. or 10 
~their conditions witb relation 10 limit states. shall 
be those obtained by: 
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- multiplying the cbarac:tcristic values or meaa elas
tic moduli by a modification factor t_, sbowD ia 
table ~3. taking into aaout the iDOacnoe or mois
ture content and loading timt.. and 

- dividing by the partial coefticiau y. wbida is always 
y. = 1.0 for scrvic:ability limit state; for ultimate 
limit state sbould be spccificd the rdevant public 
authority, as state earlier. 

&.4.2. Desiga of tcmiOa mcmbcn 

Strmcs in tcmion mcmbcn sbould satisfy the fol
lowing conditions: 

a) Tcasioa parallel 10 grain 

o"" s ~ 

or using simplified notation. 

a, s ~ 

b) Tension pcrpcodicular to grain 

or 

TABLEPrl 

STANDARD DENSllY ~ CMINIMUM CHARACTERISTIC REL\TIVE DENSITIES AND 
CHARACTERISTIC STRESSES 

Standard density class 
Property 

0300 0400 DSOO 0600 0800 

Minimum. characteristic relative density 0.32 0.40 0.50 0.63 0.78 
Tension perpendicular (MPa) f ... 0.40 0.50 0.65 0.8S 1.10 
Compression perpendicular fc.• 2.00 3.00 4.50 6.80 10.1 

TABLEPrl 

MODIFICATION FACTOR k_, TO CHARACTERISTIC AND MF.AN VALVES 

Values for strength Values for deformation 
Load duration class 

calculations calculations 

Moisture class 1 and 2 3 1 2 3 

Long-term o.ss· (O)S) 0,45 (0.30) 0,7 0,6 0,4 
Medium-term 0,70 (O.S0) 0,(JO (0,40) 1 0,8 0,7 
Shon-term 0,80 (0,70) 0,70(0,60) 1 0,8 0,7 
Very shon-term 0,9S (0,90) 0,80 (0,7S) 1 0,8 0,7 
Instantaneous 1.1 ( 1,1) 0,9S (0,9S) 

• Values in parentheses refer to tc;uion perpendicular to grain. 

.. 



wbcre t...,. takes into account the wlumc V uniforly 
loaded under tension pcrpcndicular to the grain. if 
larger than 0.02 m3 

t..... = I for v :s 0.02m3 

0.45 
t..... =-

v-2 
for V > 0.02mJ 

8.4.3. Compression without column effect 

Wbcn the direction or the load forms an angle a 
with the grain (i.e. wbca the surface wb::c the load is 
applied is a tan angle 8 = 90"- a with the grain) tbe 
suessc:s in compression should satisfy the condition: 

"c :S (di - (fc,1 - fc_tJ Sina 

1bis condition mates sure that lbc a>~ suas 
dirccdy under the load is aa:cptablc. but docs not 
guarantee tbatan element in compression can any the 
load in question. 

For bcarinp on the side grain (a = 90"). 

wbcrc kc.• takes into aa:ount the higher loading capac
ity or narrow bearings. as rccogniml by most or the 
codes previously reviewed. For bearing less than ISO 
mm long and distant fron tbe end at least IOO mm and 
from the DCtt ~ area at least ISO mm. kc.• may 
assume values given by: 

ISO 114 

kc.• = (--) I.0 s kc.• :s I.8 
I 

where I is the length or the area loaded in compression 
perpendicular to grain. 
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8.4.4. Design of flexural members 

8cJ?ding SlrCSSCS should satisfy tbe following a>ndi
tioD: 

where k_ (:SI) is a modification factor that takes into 
ac:count lateral buckling or slender beam. Tbc reduc
tion in strength due to lateral buckling can be disre
garded. ic. t._ = I.O. if the beam is laterally supponed 
at the ends and if 

r. II? 

"· = (--) :S 0.75 

"..-
wbcre .\ is theslcndcrncss ntio for bending, and a . 
is the critical bending suas cak:ulated aa:ording to d; 
classical theory or stability. 

When the initial curvature (deviation from straght
ncss) or the beam is less than uzro, t._ may be 
calculated as 

.t. < 0.75 t._= I 

0.75 < .t. < I.4 t._ = I.56 - 0. 15 .t. 

I 
t. =-

- .\ 2 • 
1.4 < .t. 

For a beam with lateral suppon on tbe compression 
side throughout its length and torsion prevented at its 
supports t._ may also be taken as I.O. For beams with 
rectangular aoss-scction or depth d and breath b, 

E 112 112 

( ..,_ ) ) 
G_ 

TARI.EM 

RELATIVE EFFECTIVE BEAM LENGTH I. /! 

Type or beam and load 

Simply supported, uniform load or equal end moment 

Simply supported, concentrated load at center 

Cantilever, uniform load 

Cantilever, concentrated end load 

Cantilever end moment 

1.00 

0.85 

0.60 

0.85 

1.00 



where/~ is tJae beam cfcaive length. whic:b depends OD 

tbc conditiom of loading. lateral suppon and end fixic
ity, as pen in Table 8-4. 

8.4.5. Shear 

Sbear stresses should ~tmy tbc general a>ndition 
T < ~-

Wbea~loadsareapplicd neartbcsupponson 
tbc top ofbeam:s ofbeigbt b supponcd in tbc bottom, 
sbear i>rta acting in a distanc:e 2b or less fromsuppon 
caa bcc:ak:ulatcd aaording to a rcdua:d iDOuena: line, 
similar to provisions CDahllltered in previously re
viewed codes. lastructioas are also given for tbc calcu
lation or notcbed beams, speCially for notches in the 
bottom mndilion. Notches arc limited to bait of the 
beam. 

8.4.6. Torsioa 

Torsional stresses should satisfy the a>ndition 

Tw S t_~ 

where t..,. is US'Jally taken as 1.0. 

8.4.7. Combined stresses 

ID addition to approximate empirical or semi-em
pirical expressions for caJculating stresses in tapered 
beams, whic:b are beyond the smpc of tbis review. tbe 
Cm mde focuses OD a>mbined Stresses in a similar 
manner to tbal of axles previously analysed. 

8.4.7.1. Tension and bauling 

The stresses should satisfy: 
a, a. 
-- + -- s 1, 
r"° r. 

And in aoss-sections where 

a, + a• s 0 , also 

In aoss-scctions where 
la.I 

+ s 1 
r..,. r. 

In aoss-sccticns where 

a. + a. I!:: 0 a. + a, s r. 
Slender beams under compression, or columns sub

ject lo lateral loads are ana•. sc:d under item 8.4.7.4. 

8.4. 7.3. Torsion and sh~ar 

T 2 

(-) + 
r. ,, , ......... 

s 1 

)0 

8.4.7.4. Columns 

For a>lumns subjected to lateral loads, besides tbc 
a>nditions anafyscd under &.4. 7.2., the bending stresses 
resulting from initial curvature and from ddkctions 
must be taken into a>nsideration. 

The general a>ndition is satisfied if: 

1 
+ 

a. are the bending sucs.scs calculated without any re
gard to initial curvature or deflections 

CJE 

~=-=---
rd rd J.Z 

k, = 0.5 (A- B), where 

rd 
A = [1 + (1 + ,,1-)~ , and 

r. 

and 

e = P/rA e = maximumeccentricityofaxialfon:e 

r = core radius 

..t = slenderness ratio 

8.5.Joints 

8.5.1. General considerations 

In contrast with some of the axles analyzed so far, 
the CIB code docs not present tables listing the recom
mended values (allowable or cbaracteiistic) of joint 
loads for the different types of connectors. 

The general approach is to base the determination or 
characteristic load-carrying capacity on tests carried 
out in conformity with standard methods. Another 
distinct point is that the CIB code makes mention or slip 
values, not considered by the other codes reviewed. 

Consideration is given 10 multiple-fastener joints, 
joints with more than one typcoffastener,arrangement 
of fasteners in 1he joint, spacings and distances 10 the 
ends and edges, etc. 

8.5.2. Nails and scaplcs 

Nails in end grain should be considered incapable or 
transmining for~. Each joinl should have at least IWO 

, 
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Baik. For laterally-loaded nam. timber-to-timber joinrs. 
thedwactcristicload<anyingcapacityin Newtons per 
shear plane can be determined by: 

Ft= td" 

where 

d = nail diameter 

t, fl = factors that dcpcDd on nail type and its yield 
moment.wood species and grade (density), a>nditions 
or driving (pre-boring), etc.. and which must be deter
mined by testing. 

For more than 10 nails in line, the load-canying 
capacity of the extreme nails should be reduced by onc
thinl 

Fora load Fno1c:m:edingonc thirdofthecbanacr
istic load-canying capacity Ft, the a>rresponding joint 
slip u is given by 

u = O.S d (F/F Ju 

Fors1ccl-10-timber joints the load carrying capacity, 
as delcrmined ror timber-to-timber joinrs. may be 
multiplied by 1.25; staggering is not requimt 

When nails driven aaoss the grain arc subject to 
Dial loads, lbc cbaractcristicwilbdrawal resistance Fis 
the minimum of the lbree values given by: 

fld 

f1dh + lp2 (smooth nails) 

rpi (lbrcadcd nails) 

wbcrcf1 and~ wbicb depends mainly on the type of nail, 
timber species and grade (especially density), must be 
determined by testing. 

Staples driven across the grain may be interpreted as 
two slender nails each, if 1hc angle formed by the crown 
and grain direction is greater than 30"; if this angle is 
smaller, the load-carrying capacity should be multiplied 
by0.7. 

8.5.3. Bolts and dowels 

For timber-to-timber Joints, the characteristic load
carrying capacity Fin Newtons pershear plane rorbolts 
with a yeld strength or at least 240 MPa is the smallest 
of values given by: 

a) 18 p (ka ,ltl + ka}Jd (only ror 2-mcmber joints) 

(only ror 3-member joints) 

ka1 + ka,2 
d) 75 d2p ((-·---

2 

)1 

where p is the relative density of the wood, 

t
1 

and tz arc timber tbic:tDcss in mm. In a 3-mcmber 
jointsubKript 1 denotes the side member and subKript 
2 the middle member. In 2-memberjoints thesubKripts 
arc chosen so that ta.1'1 s ta.itz. 

d is bolt diameter in mm. 

t
0 

.1 t
0 

.z arc factors taking into a>nsideration the 
influence of the angle between force at the joint and the 
direction of the grain: 

Similar to the case with nails, joints with more than 
4 bolts in line must ~ tbe load-canying capacity of 
tbe extra bolts reduced by one-third. 

The shear ron:e V produced by bolts or dowels must 
not em:ed two lbirds or the shear strength of the wood 

2 
vs -f.b.t 

3 
r,, = design value ror horizontal shear 

b. = distance from the loaded edge to the funbest bolt 

t = tbictness of 1he member 

Forsteel-to-timber joints. when the side plates are of 
steel, t

1 
and 1z are taken as the thickness of the wood 

member. If the steel plate is the middle memebcr, the 
formula given under 8.S.1.2.b is omitted and the values 
of formula 8.S.1.2.d should be multiplied by 1.4. 

The rules given for bolts also apply to dowels, wbicb 
are smooth steel rods, i.e., bolts without head, but load
canying capacity should be multiplied by 1.25. 

8.S.4. Wood and lag screws 

For timber-to-timber joints, the load-carrying ca
pacity, expressed in Newtons, or laterally-loaded screws 
with a yield strength of at least 240 MPa, screwed 
perpendicularly to grain, is the smallest or the values 
given by: 

a)70 p k0 .1 t d 

ka.1 + kr..1 
b) 75 d2(p ----

r 111 
_r_J 

2 240 
where 

t = thickness in mm. of the timber 

d = diameter in mm. of the screw, mensurcd on the 
smooth shank 

factors, similar to th~ given ror nails, th::.t 
take into account the influence or the angle 
between the farce int the joint and the direc
tion or the grain in the member under the 
screw head (k

0 1
) and the member receiving 

the point (k0 .J. 



Screws in end grain sbould normally be considered 
incapable of transmitting force. Similar to bolts and 
dowels. screws should not not generate shear stresses 
greater than two-thirds the shear strength of the wood 
at the joints. 

For steel-to-timber joints, only ~uations b under 
&.5.4. applies and the resulting cbanctcristic load sb311 
be multiplied by 1.25. 

Wbcn screws drMn perpendicularly to grain arc 
subject to axial loading. the cbanctcristicwitbdra.nl. 
expressed in Newtons, is given by: 

F=f,(1,-d)d 

wbcrc 

d = diameter in mm. measured on the smooth shank 

1, = tbrcadcd length in mm. of the member receiving 
tbcsacw 

r, = factortbatdcpcndson tbcsbapeoftbcsacw,tim
ber species and grade 

&.S.S. Tamber connectors 

Joints made with timber connectors should have 
tbcircbaraaeristicload-canyingcapacityanddeforma
tion cbaraaeristics determined by testing. 

1bc testing procedures should give consideration to: 

• angle between force direction and the direction of 
grain 

• diameter of bolts and sacws 
• dimensions or joined members 
• spacing and distances to the ends and the edges 
• manufacturing co;iditions. 

Finally, the CIB code recommends that the load
canying capacity of nail plates should be derived from 
standardized testing aa::ording to RILEM/CIB-31T. In 
addition to the sections regarding the design of struc
tural members and joints, the CIB code has specific 
sections focussing on design of components and special 
struaures, construction, and fire resistance. 
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